Laske Images Teams Up With Renowned
Wedding Photographers From Oklahoma
September 10, 2015
Laske Images, based in Edmond, Oklahoma, is proud to announce its collaboration with various highcaliber wedding photographers to further strengthen its brand of wedding photography.
The company is now staffed by a team of nine photographers with various styles and specialties. The
partnership with these specific wedding photographers from Oklahoma opens a lot of opportunities for
both Laske Images and for the city of Edmond.
Company founder, Scott Laske, stated: "Laske Images is excited to expand their wedding
photography services. We are a company that keeps on getting bigger, as we strive for more ways to
be of service to our clients. The expansion of our services to include wedding photographers with this
scope of experience and skill is the continuation of going from great to greater."
Laske Images makes finding the best wedding photographer to cover their special occasion easy.
The photographers come from various places in Oklahoma, each one is equipped and experienced in
wedding photography and ready to deliver memorable and beautiful images. Combined, this team has
over 1,000 happy brides to their merit.
Wedding photography websites, such as The Knot and Wedding Wire, are popular among Brides
during the planning process. Laske Images has won awards from both sites for multiple years and
their online reviews reflect overall applause from their clients.
Taylor and Penny, who got married last year, shared their positive experience on the company's
website. "Planning our wedding with Laske Images was the best choice we made. It was seamless, at
times even effortless—and they just made sure that we got what we wanted. The result was stunning
photography, with its photographers doing what they know best. We love our wedding photos, and
know we always will," Penny said.
The recent rise of unique wedding photography has helped Laske Images step into the forefront of
Oklahoma wedding photographers. They have been featured in various Bridal magazines and
publications and their work is showcased on venue websites and walls.
Laske Images understands the evolving needs and wants of its clients. Laske continues: "We know
how weddings can be varied, they can be simple, they can be extravagant, they can be stressful, and
our clients' requests to make their wedding the most memorable day ever always comes first. We
understand how photography plays a huge role in making that happen, and we are committed to
making sure Laske Images delivers that consistently."
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